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SUMMARY
Connect Fearlessly.
Powerful Connections. Confident Control.
Connections are powerful. Every day, your business relies on people connecting to technology to enable operations, support
customers, and drive performance. When connections are efficient and effective, people are empowered and productive.
But if the power of those connections falls into the wrong hands, it can bring your business to a halt.
Bomgar allows you to provide remote support and manage privileged access confidently because your connections are secure.
Our leading solutions help support and security professionals improve business performance by enabling secure, controlled
access to nearly any device or system, anywhere in the world.

Access to Any Device or System, Anywhere
Bomgar allows your people to access any device or system around
the globe, whether it’s a laptop in London, a server in
Singapore or a point-of-sale system in Portland. Within your
enterprise, support technicians, IT administrators, business
users, and vendors need efficient and effective access to a
variety of critical systems to keep operations running.
Bomgar empowers that access with secure solutions
that work elegantly over multiple platforms including
Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, Android, and more. With
Bomgar, users can view, control and work on remote
systems, chat and collaborate with end-users or other
technicians, allow third-party vendors to access
systems, and even work from their mobile device,
all with the highest levels of security.

Productive Security
When connecting to remote systems you don’t have to
compromise security for productivity – or vice versa. With
Bomgar’s solutions, each encrypted connection is outbound,
allowing you to connect without VPN or firewall changes,
maintaining your perimeter security.
You can also leverage Active Directory and LDAPS to manage
authentication, define permissions for teams and individuals,
and capture detailed audit logs and recordings of every
access session. Bomgar builds solutions with security in
mind, helping you meet compliance regulations and protect
valuable data and systems from internal and external threats.

Flexible Integrations Fit the
Way You Work
Bomgar solutions integrate seamlessly within your
environment, making it easy for users to adopt without
having to adapt. Our granular settings allow you to
configure Bomgar to meet your current processes and
security policies. And our pre-built integrations and API for
identity management, password management, SIEM, and IT
service and systems management solutions allow you to
effortlessly add Bomgar to your existing workflows.

Deployment Without Disruption
When it comes to deployment options, Bomgar fits your business needs. Our on-premises physical and virtual appliances have
helped thousands of enterprises improve security and satisfy regulatory requirements. And the unique segmentation
capabilities of the Bomgar Secure Cloud give you the flexibility of the cloud without compromise. Bomgar’s solutions can be up and
running within hours, allowing you to quickly benefit from improved access security and performance. Plus, Bomgar’s
solutions make users’ jobs easier, speeding adoption and reducing the risk of workarounds that can undermine security.

Designed for Enterprises Large and Small
Bomgar is designed for enterprises, but used by businesses of all sizes that need to deliver enterprise-grade security, compliance
and services. Thousands of organizations around the world trust Bomgar to connect them to their systems and customers
without compromising security. Our scalable architecture and flexible deployment allow you to significantly strengthen security
and empower productivity whether you have 10 or 10,000 users. And our highly-rated support and services center will ensure you
get the most out of your Bomgar solution.

ABOUT BOMGAR
Bomgar connects people and technology securely, providing leading remote support and privileged access management
solutions that strengthen security while increasing productivity. Bomgar solutions help support and security professionals
improve business performance by enabling secure, controlled access to nearly any device or system, anywhere in the world.
More than 9,000 organizations across 65 countries use Bomgar to deliver superior support services and manage access to
valuable data and systems. Bomgar is privately held with offices in Atlanta, Jackson, Washington D.C., Frankfurt, London,
Paris, and Singapore. Visit Bomgar at www.bomgar.com.
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